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Assuming that the strong interactions are described by SU(N) color-gauge
theories, one can calculate the logarithmic “e nhancement ” factors of various
operators which contribute to the lowest order weak and e. m. transitions
between hadronic states. In this paper we compute the enhancement factors
of four-fermion operators and show that the usually assumed V-A type fourfermion operators do not have larger enhancement factors than some of the
other types, such as the scalar, pseudoscalar or tensor types.

I. INTRODUCTION
it is well known that non-Abelian gauge theories are asymptotically
If3 Yfreenow
”‘. In such theories, therefore, perturbation calculations become useful
in the asymptotic region. For example, when such theories are adopted for
strong interactions, and are combined with suitable unified gauge models of weak
and e. m. interactions, the structure of lowest order weak and e. m. transitions
between hadronic states can be rigorously analyzed by using the renormalization
group technique and the perturbation method just mentioned”‘. In particular,
Weinberg@’ has studied, in a class of models to be described in Sec. II, the
structure of the transition amplitudes of order a, and shown that they merely
consist of the ordinary one-photon-exchange part and certain weak corrections
to the quark mass matrix. This result not only explains the observed pattern
of the parity and strangeness conserving but isospin breaking phenomena in the
hadronic world, but also offers a plausible ground for attacking the longstanding
problems of the proton-neutron mass difference and of the 7)-+3x process.(‘)
* Work supported by National Science Council of the Republic of China.
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Similarly, weak and e. m. transition amplitudes of order G~--ac/M?r have
also been analyzed in these models (GF denotes the Fermi coupling constant and
MW the mass of the charged W-boson.) Under the additional assumption that
the Higgs scalar mass is much greater than the mass scale of the quarks m, it
has been shown (5) that the strangeness changing amplitudes get contributions
mainly from the W-boson exchange processes, and that they can be written as

-t-higher order terms in (m’/M&),

(1)

where each 0, is a local operator of dimension 5 or 6 that appears in the short
distance expansion of the time-ordered product of two hadronic weak currents,
d,, is a characteristic dimension of the operator 0,, to be defined in Sec. II, and
C, is a coefficient which unfortunately cannot bo determined perturbatively.
Equation (1) shows that the strangeness changing amplitudes are dominated
by those operators with particularly large d,,, assuming that the products of the
coefficients C, and the matrix elements cfl O,li> are more or less of the same
order of magnitude’@. This gives rise to a possible mechanism for enhancing
the contributions of certain operators with definite quantum numbers, e. g.,
AI= l/2 versus AI= 3/2. This possible mechanism for the A1=1/2 enhancement
in nonleptonic weak interactions has been studied by Gaillard and Lee(‘), and
by Altarelli and Maiani@). They found that in a general class of models enhancement of the 01=1/Z part does occur, and typical values of the enhancement
factor (ln~)d111--4m are 5-10.

However, it is not conclusive that this

enhancement mechanism is enough to account for the experimentally obseverd
01=1/z pattern, because actually one does not know much about the coefficients
C, that appear in Eq. (l), which may well upset the enhancement factor.
In the analysis of Refs. (7) and (8), the relevant operators 0, in Eq. (1)
are assumed to be the four-fermion operators that have the Lorentz structure
of the product of two V-A or V+A type currents. The restriction to operators
of this type is presumably based on certain notions of universality of the weak
interactions in the old current-current approach. However, there is no a priori
reason to exclude from the set i0,) operators with different Lorentz structure,
such as products of two scalar, or pseudo-scalar. or tensor currents’g’. Thus
both (V, A) type and (S, P, T,) type operators can in principle appear in the
expansion, Eq. (1). The aim of this paper is to investigate whether the (V’, A)
type four-fermion operators are more important than the (S, P, T) type in the
expansion, in the sense that the former have bigger characteristic dimensions
d, than the latter. This is essentially the same type of analysis carried out in
Ref. 8 for studying the L11=1/2 enhancement factor. The only difference is that
( 5 ) V. Mathur and H. Yen, Phys. Rev. D8, 3569 (1973).
( 6) This assumption would be valid if the strong interactions were turned off.
( 7 ) M. Gaillard and R. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 33, 108 (1974).
( 8) G. Altarelli and L. Maiani, Phys. Lett. B52, 351 (1974).
(9) See a related discussion on neutral currents by B. Kayser et al., Phys. Lett. B52, 385 (1974)
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in this paper we are comparing the characteristic dimensions of the (V, A) type
operators versus the (S, P, T) type operators, regardless of their isospin or
hadronic SU( 3) properties. In Sec. II, we will define the framework of our
discussion and then define the characteristic dimension of an operator and
describe the procedure for its calculation. The detailed techniques for this
calculation will be presented in the Appendices. Sec. III contains the final
results and a discussion on their relation to the Fierz transformations.
II. CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSIONS OF FOUR-FERMION OPERATORS

First we describe the class of models that has been discussed by WeinbergC3’,
which is also to be used in our discussion. These are quark models of strong,
weak and e. m. interactions with the following specifications:
(1) all interactions are mediated by gauge fields, corresponding to a total
gauge group GsBGw;
(2) the strong interaction gauge symmetry Gs is realized by a set of neutral,
non-Abelian massless gauge fields (the color gluons). Gs is an exact symmetry,
and will be specified to be SU(N);
(3) the weak and e. m. interactions are described by any reasonable unified
gauge models, such as the Weinberg-Salam type modelsoo). GW is spontaneously
broken, and is usually taken to be SU(2) x U(1) ;
(4) the number of quark species is assumed to be 12. All quarks but 9, rc, /I
are SU(3) singlets, carrying various charm-like_ quantum numbers.
In this class of models, the Lagrangian for strong interactions has the following general form:

where each +j is an N-component column vector in the SU(N color space and
corresponds to the j”’ type quark (j=l, 2,. . .n), TA are representations of the
color SU(N) group, ‘(A=l, 2,..., P-l), and GAG are the color gauge fields.
The Lagrangian Ls is invariant under the SU(Nl color gauge transformations.
Some useful properties of the SU(N) matrices TA are collected in Appendix II.
The strong interaction theory described by Ls is asymptotically free. In
such a theory, it can be shown(‘l) that the asymptotic behavior of a general
renormalized Green’s function whose external momenta are scaled to infinity
simultaneously, is
rR(KPo, gR, mR, Bu) - KDr(lnK)-Lr *[power series in (MC)-‘1
ZC-m
provided (“) r

0, l1)#0. In this formula, DP is the naive dimension of
llN-2%
rR, and Lr=Cr/2b, where 2b=L _____ >O is fixed for a given gauge
3zz
3
R

( PO, gR,

1

(IO) See, for example, J. Bernstein, Rev. Mod. Phys. 46, 7 (1974).
(11) S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. D8, 3497 (1973).
(12) If this condition is not satisfied, the asymptotic expression for r~ gets modified, but its essential
features remain unchanged. There would be no problem in handling this minor complication. See
Ref. 11 for details.
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group &Y(N) and a given number n of quark species(“), and CT is determined
from the renormalization constant of rR in the following way(“). After renormalizing the coupling constant and the Green’s function with cutoff L!J and
subtraction point scale ~1,
gi?

=gR(8, n/flu).

one calculates the quantity rr defined by
a hZr(g,
~I'(gR)=b---

d/,ff)lg and A fixed,

dfl

and expands it into power series of the renormalized coupling constant

gR,

The coefficient of the ga term in the series is what we need for the determination
of the asymptotic behavior of r R.
The same anaIysis can be extended to the case in which only a subset of
the external momenta of a Green’s function are made infinitely large’“). Suppose
I~AB is the Green’s function under consideration, where A denotes the subset of
the external legs whose momenta K are made infinitely large, and B denotes the
remaining legs whose momenta Q are kept fixed. Then Wilson’s expansion leads
to the following approximation :
TAB, R(k 4, QR, mR, p(1) kz x=Ao(k
D

gR, mR, Y)rBO,

R(% gR, mR, jl),

with finite C-number coefficient functions UA 0. rB0 denotes the Green’s function
for the external legs B, with an extra zero-momentum 0 vertex. Using renormalization group equation technique, one can show that
uAO(KhO, gR, mR, @)

- KDA o(lrtK)LA

K-m

o*[power series in (h-S)-‘],

provided UA o (Ko, gR, 0, b)#O, where D A o is the naive dimension of UA o,
and LAo=C~o/2b, with C AO defined by the following self -explanatory set of
equations :
TAB, R(k, 4, gR, mR,

rB0, R/q, OR. mR, fl)

d=zAB(g,
=zBO(&

,-Ao=p----I3 h[~BO/~ABl/gd

dfi

~/L&~AB(~

~/d*ho(a

g?

A fixed,

rAO(gR)=CAO&+O(gk).

Sometimes rA o becomes independent of the set A, which is the case when,
for example, the set A consists only of conserved or partially conserved vector
(13) D. Gross and F. Wilczek, Phys. Rev. D8, 3633 (1973). Notice that the matrix TA defined in their
paper is different from our TA by a factor of two.
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or axial-vector currents. Then the number L A o depends solely on the operator
0. This situation will occur in our following calculation.
Now let us combine the Lagrangian Ls with a unified gauge model of weak
and e. m. interactions,

Look-sm=Jap Wdp +&di + .*.,
with Jbfl and & the hadronic weak-e. m. currents. It has been shown(‘) that of
all possible processes inducing the lowest order weak and e. m. transitions, the
exchanges of one weak gauge boson are the most interesting. The amplitudes
for these exchanges are

Tw- / d’kFa,,

!v

&‘a,, ,A),

where
F a/1, pv (k) = j-d’x<fl TIJ,, (dJpv (01 I I Wkx,

and A,,, pv(k) are the propagators of weak gauge bosons WZ. When Wilson’s
expansion for the product of currents TI Jap(x) Jpy(o)) is used, the matrix
element Tw can be shown to have the following structure(5*8) :

+ higher order terms in m2/M$,
where the summation is over the complete set of local operators that should
appear in the expansion of T(Ja,(x)JpY (0) I. Each of the operators 0, consists
of a certain product of the field operators $Y, G, GAG and their derivatives at a
single space-time point.
For strangeness changing transitions to order GF, the relevant operators 0,
are the 4-fermion operators which are color singlet and which are Lorentz scalar
such operators in total:

02=~lir,rg~“Z~girpr5~4
04 =ihir,r5h&r,+4
OS= ~ir53b&r5+4
Oa = &k2&r5@4
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In each of these operators, the four fermion fields ql, ti2, 38, 94, are generally
different from each other. The main purpose of this paper, is to find the
characteristic dimensions of these 20 operators. In order to do this, one has to
compute the matrix elements <$I, $8 IO, I& $4) to second order in Q (See Fig. 1).
The four external momenta $1, pZ, $3, p4 are to be taken as space-like. We can
choose p:=p~=$$=p:=~~ where p is the subtraction point scale. We shall carry
out the calculation in the Landau gauge of the gluon fields, so that the renormalization constant for each quark field + becomes .Z+ =l+ O( 9”). That is, 2, =1
to order g2, and hence we need not worry about the renormalization of the four
externai legs in the above graphs”‘). We thus have the simple relation
($1, P3 1 oh

P4)=-%-1($l, $a 1 OR /$2, P4),

where Zo is the renormalization constant of the operator 0.

Fig. 1. Feynman graphs for the unrenormalized matrix element
of 0 up to the second order of g.

However, there is a subtlety in the renormalization procedure of a general
operator 0. When one calculates the matrix element ($1, PS 1 OlP2, $4) to higher
orders than the lowest, in general it will not come out in a form similar to the
lowest-order matrix element. That is, the renormalization constant does not
factor out automatically in the higher order matrix elements. In this case we
say that the operator 0 is not multiplicatively renormalized. It turns out that
usually several operators get mixed up when renormalized, and only certain
specific linear combinations of them are separately multiplicatively renormalized’“).
This complication occurs for our operators lOil and {Qi 1. Therefore our task
is to find the correct combinations of the O’s and the Q’s, and for each
combination to calculate its corresponding renormalization constant. From this
we can obtain the characteristic dimension d for this particular combination of
the operators. The details of the calculation will be left for Appendix III, and
the final results are presented in the following section.
(14) D. Gross and F. Wilczek, Phys. Rev. D9, 980 (1974).
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III. RESULTS
The results of the calculation are listed in TabIe I. There must be 2 0
combinations of the 20 operators 01.. .&IO that are multiplicatively renormalized.
Here we list in the table only ten of them, together with their corresponding
dimensions d, and the value of the d’s for the special case of N=3 and n=4.
The missing ten combinations can be recovered from those in the table by the
following simple substitutions:
01-+03, 02-, -04, 05,6,,-+06,

'3.10

QI-)&s, QP-Q4, Q~,~,,--‘&~,~,Io.
The characteristic dimension d remains unchanged for each substitution. For
example, the characteristic dimension for the combination (03-04) + +(Q.- Q4)

is identical to that for the combination (Ol+ 0,) ++(Ql+ Qz), both being given

Table I. Multiplicatively

renormalizable combinations of four-fermion
operators and their characteristic dimensions

Combination of operators

Characteristic dimension d

B;N1-1)/N
N
(01+02)- 2(N1_1)

(Ql+Qd

-B/N

(a-02)--

2(NN_1)

(QI-Qz)

BIN-!-1)/N

(ol-o,)+

2cN;1) (QI-Qz)

(a-06)
(Qs-&I

riO?+siQT
(i=l, 2,3,4)

By+&)=

0 46

-B(N-1)/N

g

llN--272

’

R~(4N’-ll~-1-16)~‘*.

-0.24
0.96

-B/N
B:IV1--1+3N+R)I3N
B;NP-l-3N+R)/SV
B;N2-li-3N-R)/3N
B;N=--l-3N-R)/3N

Bi(Qs-kQs)+

0.96
-0.12

B:fl-1)/N

ai(O,+4)+

Value of d for N=3, n=4

-0.12
1.30
0.58
0.06
-0.66

The expressions for a;, pi, li and 6i can be found

in Appendix III.

In the first four lines of Table I we recover the results first obtained by
Altarelli and Maiani@). Recall that 01,. . .Ok and Q1,. . .Qk involve products of
vector or axial-vector currents, while 05,. . .O1o and Qs,. . . Q1o involve products of
scalar, pseudoscalar or tensor currents. For the special case N=3 and n=4,
which is the case most often studied, we see from the numerical values of d
in the table that one particular combination of (S, P, 2’) type operators has
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the largest characteristic dimension 1.3, while another combination of (S, P, Tl
typ operators has the smallest, -0.66. Thus the (V, A) typz operators do. not
dominate the (S, P, T) type operators by having a larger characteristic dimension. This last statement remains true if iYe vary the color gauge group SU(Nl
through all integers -2, as can be easily checked using the expressions of
the characteristic dimensions in Table I.
An interesting observation is that several different combinations of the
four-fermion operators may have the same characteristic dimensions. We see
from Table I that a pair of combinations, (05-0~) and (O~+O~)+~(Q~+Q.l,
correspond to the same characteristic dimension, and so do the pair (95-&e)
(Q1 + Q2). This is not a mere coincidence but a con’
(Oi+03)- N
2(N2-1)
sequence of a -generalized Fierz reordering theorem, of which we present a
detailed analysis in Appendix Iv. We see, from the analysis therein that, fey
a n d

example, the operators 2N(O5- 06) and (01+0,) ++(Q,+Q,) transform into
each other under the Fierz rearrangement, and hence must have the same
characteristic dimension in order to be consistent with the results of our
calculations. In other words, the characteristic dimension of a four-fermion
operator must be invariant under the Fierz transformations. This has been
checked for all the operators in Table I, as is done in Appendix IV.
APPENDIX I
In this appendix we first list the convention of the T-matrices used in this
paper to avoid any unnecessary confusion. Then we explain some notations to
be used later, and finally we collect some useful reduction formulae of the rmatrices.
For the Minkowski metric we use gpv=l, 1, 1,-l, and for the T-matrices,
IT,, T”J =26,,, f = -i& T4 =/9,
OPY =+r,

?-“I,

r;=rr,

7x+=75,

75 = r173rsr4,

?-a,=7i-1.

The Feynman rules for the propagators and the vertex in our calculation
are as follows.
fermion propagator p=

--i
ir*p+m ’

gluon propagator
I
vertex -=gT/,TA.
&

Let S, P, T, V, A symbolically denote, respectively, the matrices 1, Ts, o,,,,
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rr, ir,rs sandwiched between two general quark bispinors. For example, the
lowest order matrix element <PI, P~IO~IPZ, P4)~(05)=ii(Pl)~(P2)ii(P3)u(P~), is a
product of two scalars and hence will be abbreviated as SS. Similarly, the lowest
order matrix element <PI, PSI Qz.IPz, P&-(Q,)=~~(PI) TAU(PZ) *ii TAZG(P*) will be
abbreviated as S’S’. Both O5 and Qs are color singlets, but the singlet 05 is a
result of the product of two color singlets, 1 x l=l, while Q5 is the singlet that
is contained in the product of two octets, 8~ 8=1+8+8+10+~+27, if SU(3) is
assumed for the color gauge group. Hence we will use S to denote the color
singlet, Lorentz scalar current, and S’ the color octet, Lorentz scalar current.
(when .k=3). For other currents. similar notations are used :
<OJ= w

<O*)=AJl

(O,>= VA

(05)=SS

(Os)=PP

CO,>= TT

(Os)=SP

<09)=PS

<Od=ET

(&I)= V’V

<Q2)= A’A’

(Q&= V’A’

(Qs>=S’S

(Qs)=P’P’

<&I>= T’T

<Qd=SP’

<Q& =p’S’

<&IO> = E’ T’,

<O,)=AV

<&a)= A’V’

where

The following is a list of easily proven but useful formulae for reducing
products of r-matrices into S, P, T, V, A.
(4 reduction’ of the product T~~~T’T~T~ :

rrr&)rJll=4 r,,

rrrb(ir”r5)rdrp=4(ir”75~,

rpra b”,8) r&7,, =o.

(bl

reduction of the product I’rbrr :

-~dpp + ~YJPJBb + 6gdJva-6pr”va.

(cl

also useful is the relation

7,rJ=(rrdrp)+ for r=l, 75, TV, ir, 75, 0,~.
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This appendix contains some useful relations about the SU(N) matrices 2’~.
Let {TA] be the SU(N) matrices, (A=l, Z;.., N2-l), forming the SU(N)
algebra: [TA, TB]=ZCABCTC. They satisfy the following properties :
tr( TA) =O, tr( TA TB) = T(R)8AB,

~T_t=G(Wl,

and

where 1 is the NX N unit matrix, and T(R), C,(R) and C,(G) are characteristics
of the representation. We shall choose the normalization of TA such that
T(R) =2. Then C,(G) =4N.
Since any NX N matrix can be expressed as a linear combination of 1 and
TA, we can write
~TA, TB) =~AB~+DABcTc,

with undetermined coefficients eAB and DABc.
+8 AB,

Thus DABC is totally symmetric in the

and D~~c=$tr( I TA, TBI Tc).

three indices A, 23, C.

It is easy to show that GAB=

From 1 TA, TA I =e~ ~1 +DA ACTC, it follows that Cz(R) =

-$(N2-1) and ACDAAC=O. From TATB=$~AB~++DABcTc++CABCTC,
can calculate Z TA Ti inztwo different ways:
B

z(TA TB) TB=-$T~ +$Bxc (DABcDDBc~CABCCDBC) T~~
or,
TA (GT;) =+j-(N2-1) TA.

Thus we find

bFcD ABcDDB~=+(N~--~)~AD.
From these properties of TA, we deduce the following useful relations:
C(T~TI;T~)=-$TB,

CT:=-;-(A”- 1),

A

A

’

one
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In the text and in the following appendices, we will often omit the summation
symbol x when the index A appears twice in a product.
A

APPENDIX III
In this appendix we will take one particular operator &~&IT, TA +~$~rfi TA+d
and compute one of the second order graphs for the matrix element (pl, pa
I&~lp~, p$, just to illustrate how the general calculation goes. We first write
down the amplitude for the graph ,(Fig. 21, using the Feynman rules of
Appendix I,

Fig. 2. A particular second order Feynman graph.

l

WpTA

l

1

k,k,
dp-k2 .

r*(p4+k) . rpTma

(P4fk12

The masses of the fermions have been set to zero, because we are using
the zero-mass renormalization procedure’“). Since we are in fact only
interested in the quantity r=+--- InZ(g, n/,u) Ig,
dfl

A fixed,

which is also equal to

-A --&lnZ(g, A/,v) lg, p fixed, all we need to calculate is the A-dependent part .of

the renormalization constant 2. That is, we want to obtain the coefficient C in

.2l’6
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the expression
Z(g, fl/fl) =l+g2(C Inll/fi+finite part) +O(g4).
Therefore, to extract the logarithmic divergence of the integral 11, we can replace
each of the factors (#z-K)2 and ($4 +K)’ in the integrand by R2, and retain only
the -divergent terms in the integrand:

k2 I,*

kak,

~

After contracting the indices OZ, B, we can replace the tensor k,k, in the integrand by .;:-?6,. according to the usual rules, and get
. . ,.

d4k 1 [-UI TA TBI,,T,~.~~]~[U~TATB~~;~~~U~]
r&i /,,(;i-[til TA TB~,u&B~TA T~;,ti4] --L

> (k2)2 -

Now we make a Wick rotation in the k4 plane and integrate over the solid angle,
with

J dD=2n2 in the four dimensional Euclidean space. Using then the cut-off

ksdk
we get
J n -=lnll,
k4

- [% TA TBr,u21 [US TA TBraU4] .
Finally, using the reduction formulae of Appendix I and II, we can reduce 11 to
TAti2i&r B T~u4

-i&ir,rg TAU2U&J5 TAG41
_m=-1)

N2

[~1r,u2Uar,u4-i&ir,r5u2ii9irpr5u41

This expression will be abbreviated, according to the notations explained in
Appendix I, as
II-g21n/l +VL4
6
’A’] - 6(N;;l) [VV- fL4]}.
87r2 (
This is the result corresponding to the single graph of Fig. 2. When all second
order graphs are calculated and summed up, we get

-- -.,_
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(pl, &1Q1/p2, ~,)=V’Vr+g2+;~-@V’V’+
-$N2-4)A’A’ ++(N2-l)AA}+0(g~).
This explicitly shows that the operator Q1 is not multiplicatively rcnormalizable.
Only certain linear combinations of the O’ S and the Q’S can possibly be multiplicatively renormalized. The above equation will be written in the following
simplified manner:
Tr’V-+V’V’+g2/?
with ,I=%.

[I

-$Nv V’+-&(N2-4) A’A’++(N+L4],

We list the results for other matrix elements as follows:

VV-VV+g2i[$-A’ “‘1
Af&A+g21[$V’ V’]
vv-*vv +g21 +w+ -&(W--4lA’A’++(N’-l)AA]
L

A’A’- +A’A ’ + g21. + NA’ A’ f &-(N2-4)V’V’ ++(N2-1) VV]
II

*

VA-+VA+ g2A -4 A.‘V
[I
AV-*AV+g2n

C -?- vA’

---;$N2-e)A’V’- +(W -l)AV]

V’A’- +V’A’+ g2R
A’V’-+A’V’

ss-+ss+g9

+ 921 $-NAT

[

1
1
v --$N2--4)V’A’-+(W-l)VA]

+(~2-l)ss++T’T]

PP-+PP+g21 +(W-l)PP+ ;-T/T]
[
--$N’-1) TT+6(S’S’+
S’S’ -+ S’S’ + g2‘l

c

P’P’) ]

+(N2-1) TT-$S’S’ +-&-(N2-4) T’ T’]

p’p’-+p’Iy + g2A +(N2-l)TT-+P.P.+-$-$N’-4)T’T’],
_

_
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I

T’T-+TT’ -bg2R +(Nz-l) (SS+PP) +S(N’-4) (S’S+p’~)
++ (2N2+1IT’T’]

.

-+(N2-l)ET+G(S’P’+ P’S’) ]

ET-+ET+g’I .

+ g2R +--(N2-l)ET--$S’P r+-&(N2-4)E’T .l
[

S’P’-+S’P

921 +N2-l)ET-+PS’+ ~(Ni-4)ErTr]
[

PS-tP’s’+

E’ T’-t E’ T + g2A +-(N2-1) (SP+PS) ++(N”- 4) (s’p’+p’s’)
C
’

++(2w+l)Eq

From these’ results it is easy to find the correct combinations which are
multiplicatively renormalized. For example, we can take SS-PP, and find

(SS-PP)-+ 1
II

+g2+

Since <PI, P3lOlP2, Pd=Z1<P~,

l

3(N;-l)](ss-PP).

9310~

IPz, PO, we thus get

1

3(N2-1) + O(g4) f o r 0=05-08.
N
Then
?-0=-/l -&-lnZo=g’

l

+$--

l

(N2;l) +O(g’),

or, expressed in terms of g%=g2+O(g4),
3
r()=g;.-.
87~’

(NPl) +0(gX).

Finally, the characteristic dimension of the operator

The other combinations can be similarly obtained, and their characteristic
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dimensions determined. They are all listed in Table I of Sec. III. The coefficients CX~, Pi, ri and 6; (i=l, 2, 3, 4) in the table are given by the following.
Let
Ki =+[N’-1+3N+R],

K2=+[N2-1-3N+R],

K3 =+[N2-1+3N-RI,

K =+-[N2-l-3N-R],

Two cases must be distinguished: Nj2 and N=2.
where R=(4N4-llN2+16)“2.
(1) First we consider the case N)2. Then it is easy to check that K&K,)
KS)&. Thus the characteristic dimensions for the four combinations of operators
(i=l, 2, 3, 4) are all distinct. The relations between CC, P;, ri and 6i are found
to be
B, = N[(N2-1) (3N+4) -KiN21
I
4(N2-1) (N+Z)

l

c&, (i=l, 3)

p, = N[(N2 -1) (3N-4) -KiN21_ ’ Qi, (i=2, 4)
‘
4(N2-1) (N-2)
2(N2-1)
ri = N[N2-1 + KiN]

l

Pi, (i=l, 2, 3, 4)

6.=
N[3-33N2+KiN1 . ai, (i=l >,, 2 3 4) .
L
24(N2-1)
( 2 ) Next we consider the case N=Z. Then
Kl = 15/‘2,

Kz=Ka=3/2,

K4 = - 9/2.

That is, the characteristic dimensions of the second and the third combinations of operators are degenerate. The relations between ai, Bi, ri and 6i are
easily found to be

ai=ijj=O, (i=3, 4), la=+, r4=+4.
Therefore, for the case N=Z, the following four combinations are multiplicatively
renormalized :
(05-1-0s)

++Q,, (05+05) -++

(Qs+&B) ++,, (Qs+Qd

-$A.

APPENDIX IV
In this appendix ‘we discuss a generalized Fierz reordering theorem for the
four-fermion operators that we are interested in. We first consider the Fierz-
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transformation properties of the Lorentz structures of these operators, neglecting
their color-gauge-group structures. Using the standard techniques for proving
the Fierz reordering theoremo5), one can easily show that, for instance,

i

This equation will be conveniently abbreviated as

where the bars denote the Fierz-transformed operators.
that

Similarly, one can show

Similar relations involving the remaining four-fermion operators can be
obtained by using the following substitution rules in the above results:
SS+5P, PP-+PS, TT-*E T,
VV-+(iVA), AA--+(-iAV).
Thus we have, for example,

:

ET=3(#+ps) -$.I!@, etc.
An entirely similar technique can be .applied to the analysis, of.’ the colorgauge-group structures under the Fierz transformationso6) One can- show that,

(15) See, for example, the book “Theory of Weak Interactions in Particle Physics” by Marshak, Riazuddin and Ryan, (Wiley-Interscience, New York 1969) p. 82. Notice that the tensor-tensor current in
our definition is (~~lu,,y~z)($
_a Q pyy911) with pfu running through 1, 2, 3, 4.
(16) The basic equation in this analysis is the identity F,,Ggv-

These equations will be symbolically abbreviated as

=l~+lQ

0

2’

N

2W--1) 1

Q =

(

N

N2

a

*

When we combine all the above results, we find the following reordering
relations for the 20 four-fermion operators:

(Nfyi;l)

&1=-

CN2-1)

Q2=

N2

(&--~2)

(01-02)

+&-(Q&) + 2(N;;1J (0,--a) --+j-Q,),

--@I-a21 +

oj = -L&+0,) +$(Q,+i32, +--@+ik3) +$ca+m

+&a7 ++&

(0,+0,)-Q&+82)+

8

(N2-1)
2N2

Qj=

,

Q7=

-

i

,,

+ (yN;ll (6,+bl--&(9j+ai)

W-1) o,- 1 a7,
8N
4N2

+

i

(ol+o,) --&tQl+a2)

+

CN2-1) ,a,1
4N2

8N

a7,

6(N2-1) (~j+~,)_~(~j+&+~2-1’

w

N

N2

~,+-$j7_
2N

The remaining relations can be obtained by using the substitutions;
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01+oa, o,-+-i-04,

05,6,,-+08,9.10,

Qr-+iQs, Qv-+ --i&r, Q5,6,+QB,9,10.
From the above relations it is easy to obtain the following identities, which
we will call the generalized Fierz reordering theorem:

~NNil(QS-Q1)=(o,+o,)-~~~
@1-1-Q*),
2(N2--1)

N
(‘l+“)- 2(N2_1)

N2
(QI+ 92) = cN2_11 (&-Q6),

(01-a) - 2c;-1~ (91--&d = (6-02) -

N

2(N-1)

(&V-Q*),

(01-W + 2(;+l) (91-92) =-(6,-b,) - 2(;+l) (6-&z).
Checking against Table I one easily sees that the characteristic dimensions
of these particular combinations of operators are all invariant under the Fierz
transformations. This is also true for the remaining S, P, T type operators,
for which the situation is a little more complicated. Referring to the final
part of Appendix III, one can show that for the four possible combinations that
are multiplicatively renormalized, one has

for N>2 and i=l, 3, and

tii(O5+08) +Bi(Qs+ Q6) + T~O,+~~QT
=-~i(O;+Oe)-Bj(QS+96)-ri0,-~j&;

for N>2 and i=2, 4. As for the case N=2, the following four combinations
are multiplicatively renormalized :

(os+oe)+$Q,,

(Os+Osl-$Q,,

(Qs+QB)+$OI,

and their corresponding characteristic dimensions are
45
4(11-s) ’

9
4(11-rt) ’

9
4(11-n) ’

-27
4(11--n) ’

(Qs+QB)+
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respectively. Note the degeneracy of the characteristic dimensions for the second
and the third combinations. The Fierz reordering relations give rise to
(0 5 +OG) +LQ, =

6

(65+6d +% 77
6

(o,+o,,-~Q,=-$[(65+0,)-~~,]+~[(~5+Qe)+~~,],

(Q5tQd +$0,-=~[(05+bB)-$Q,]+~[(Q5+g6)

(Q5+Q,)-;o,=-(~,+~J

-

+$a,],

+$ii,

Again the characteristic dimensions are explicitly shown to be invariant under
the Fierz transformations.
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